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Letterboxd top 250 horror

Providing some Halloween fun from his own this month, Letterboxd just shared a list of the 25 best-rated horror movies on his website, starting October 24 and compiled based on real user ratings. The first handful of films shouldn't be a big surprise, including Psycho and The Shining, but the list has some amazing movies in it. Letterboxd
explains: Don't stab or stab us, these are calculated from your ratings of all feature films tagged in our horror genre, as of October 24, 2018. It's an extensive list, with some perhaps surprising omissions, for example, the original Halloween, Night of the Undead and Evil Dead 2 all just lost the cut. Find the full list below, along with some
Letterboxd observations. Although there is some genre crossover (in comedy with Young Frankenstein,mockumentary with What We Do in the Shadows and One Cut of the Dead, and zom-rom-com with Shaun of the Dead), these films are categorized as horrors by us (and IMDb). In the battle of the great decades of terror, the terrifying
sixties win with seven films, more than five films from the seventies and three of the eighty evil. Scream at the twentysomethings, with three movies. By country, the United States has most of the films on the list, but Japan ranks second with four, Germany has three and France, Sweden and the United Kingdom are represented with two
each. India, New Zealand and the Czech Republic also make the cut. The darkest film on the list (from a Western perspective) is Manichitrathazhu, by Kerala-born director Fazil, seen by just over 250 members. All directors are uncles. We can't make excuses for that, but we can point out that behind the scenes and on screen, women
played important roles in these films. The Phantom Transport, for example, is based on the novel by the Swedish Selma Lagerláf, who in 1909 was the first woman to win the Nobel Prize in Literature. And what would Jaws be without Verna Fields' editing prowess? There are five films on this century's list, some of the color directors,
including Jordan Peele, Jemaine Clement and Taika Waititi. Roll in the 21st century of horror. In that case: this top 25 is based on member ratings, but we also have a popularity index, based on the large amount of activity for each film regardless of rating, which produces a very different list, greatly favoring the 21st century. See
letterboxd's blog for more information on this year's findings. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93
94 95 96 97 98 99 100 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 35 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 Published 2019-05-14T22:43:39Z Updated 2020-12-27T19:44:46Z An accompaniment to Letterboxd's Top 250, which sadly contains very few horror films. Extracted
from here. No short films, no TV series or movies, no YouTube videos, no theatrical productions filmed, no re-editing, no trailer compilations, no behind-the-scenes documentaries, nothing but a full movie. All tickets must be at least 40 minutes long. To make sure this list isn't full of movies with very few ratings, this only includes movies
viewed by at least 1,000 users and with at least 100 likes. To avoid discussions, movies should be categorized as Horror by Letterboxd.Last update: December 27, 2020 Here is a complete list of all the movies that appear here. By Halloween 2020, I compiled... An accompaniment to Letterboxd's Top 250, which sadly contains very few
horror films. Extracted from here. No short films, no TV series or movies, no YouTube videos, no theatrical productions filmed, no re-editing, no trailer compilations, no behind-the-scenes documentaries, nothing but a full movie. All tickets must be at least 40 minutes long. To make sure this list isn't full of movies with very few ratings, this
only includes movies viewed by at least 1,000 users and with at least 100 likes. To avoid discussions, movies should be categorized as Horror by Letterboxd.Last update: December 27, 2020 Here is a complete list of all the movies that appear here. By Halloween 2020, I compiled a list of Letterboxd's 1000 high-rated horror movies. Here's
my favorite 250 horror movies. Some Statistics:Movies by Decade:1910s - 1 Movie1920s - 12 Movies1930s - 12 Movies1940s - 5 Movies1950s - 9 Movies1960s - 30 Movies1970s - 44 films1980s - 43 films1990s - 22 films2000s - 27 films2010s - 43 films2020s - 2 filmsRecurring Directors:6 films - Dario Argento5 films - George A. Romero4
films - David Cronenberg, David Cronenberg, Sion Sono, Takashi Miike3 Movies - John Carpenter, Sam Raimi, Andrzej au-awski, James Whale, Jacques Tourneur, Shusake Kaneko , Roman Polanski , Mario Bava, Juraj Herz, Kiyoshi Kurosawa, Tod Browning2 films - Robert Aldrich, Alejandro Amenábar, Wes Craven, Tobe Hooper, Kim
Jee-woon, F.W. Murnau, Park Chan-wook, Jordan Peele, Kaneto Shindá, Shinya Tsukamoto, Marco Dutra Juliana Rojas, Ari Aster, Jack Arnold Brian De Palma, Jan Vankmajer, Abel Ferrara, Lucio Fulci, Robert Eggers, Alfred Hitchcock, Roger Corman, José Mojica Marins 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 22 23
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 58 60 61 62 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 60371 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 9 3 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 Published 2013-11-08T10:38:22Z Updated 2020-12-28T11 :41:41Z Letterboxd's 250 Best
Movies, Based on average rating from all Letterboxd users. I withdrew all stand-up specials, plays, concert films, documentaries, short films, collection lists and other rarities, so only feature film narrative films are listed here. Movies must have a minimum of 2,500 ratings to be eligible to enter the list. As a sister to this list, we also have a
Top 50 movies with fewer than 2,500 ratings, so be sure to check out the darkest gems out there! My friend Jack Moulton made a list of letterboxd Top 100 documentaries, go check it out! And last but not least, there is a piece complementary to this list with all the films that were once part of... All 250 Letterboxd movies, based on the
weighted average rating of all Letterboxd users. I withdrew all stand-up specials, plays, concert films, documentaries, short films, collection lists and other rarities, so only feature film narrative films are listed here. Movies must have a minimum of 2,500 ratings to be eligible to enter the list. As a sister to this list, we also have a Top 50
movies with fewer than 2,500 ratings, so be sure to check out the darkest gems out there! My friend Jack Moulton made a list of letterboxd Top 100 documentaries, go check it out! And last but not least, there is a piece complementary to this list with all the films that were once part of the Top 250.A some statistics... The oldest film on the
list is Buster Keaton's Sherlock Jr. released in 1924. The most popular decade on the list is the 1950s with 40 entries. A complete overview:1920's - 6 entries1930's - 5 entries1940's - 16 entries1950's - 40 entries1960's - 38 entries en1970's - 29 entries1980's - 25 entries1990's - 35 tickets2000's - 29 tickets2010's - 23 entries2020's - 4
entriesAkira Kurosawa seems to be the most popular director of Letterboxd, with 8 entries on the list, of which 4 in the top 100. Next up online with 7 titles is Ingmar Bergman.All Popular Directors:8 Tickets - Akira Kurosawa7 Tickets - Ingmar Bergman6 Tickets - Andrei Tarkovsky, Stanley Kubrick Tickets, Billy Wilder5 - Yasujiro Ozu,
Martin Scorsese, Masaki Kobayashi4 Tickets - Alfred Hitchcock, Hayao Miyazaki, Satyajit RayFun fact:Highest ranked movies in IMDb's top 250 that are absent in the Letterboxd list: Forrest Gump (12), The Matrix (16) , The Mile Green (28), Interstellar (29) and The Usual Suspects (32). 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
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